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ABSTRACT

In this study, optimum combinations of available rainfall gauging stations are selected by a model which is consist of geo statistics model as an estimator and an optimized model. At the first, watershed is approximated to several regular geometric shapes. Then kriging calculates the variance of the estimation error of different combinations from available rainfall gauging stations using inside and outside stations of watershed. In each combination, n is number of considered stations and N is number of available stations (N>n). At the end, the best combination is selected by genetic algorithm (the error variance of this combination is minimum). For optimal set with one sample point (station) estimator model and optimize model select station that locates near to center of watershed. While for two stations case, these models select two stations that locate in boundaries face to face. Also for combination n stations of N stations, selected stations have good and proportional distribution in watershed. These results show correctness of research methodology.

In this study, effects of variations of parameters of theoretical variogram and number of blocks in block estimation of kriging method are evaluated too. The variance of the estimation error from block estimation with 8*8 blocks has showed the acceptable results.

This research shows a linear relation between variations of error variance and scale of variogram. Optimum combination does not vary with variations of scale of variogram but it varies with variations of range of variogram. Increasing of nugget effect of variogram would raise the variance but does not vary optimum combinations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Precipitation is the most important part of hydrological cycle. Therefore accurate measurement of depth and intensity of rainfall is essential for hydrological studies. Rainfall gauging stations measure depth of rainfall in a point (location of station). The depth of rainfall in different stations can be generalized to entire of watershed by some of the famous method such as thiessen from geometric or kriging from geo statistics methods. In kriging the variogram function determines spatial similarity between different points and this function is base of kriging estimator model. Appropriate distribution of weights between different points of watershed is calculated by some mathematical operations with the variogram basis. Thus accurate selection of this function is first step for using of kriging estimator model.

Cheng et al. [1] stated that determination of variogram function is the first important stage for estimation of depth of rainfall by kriging estimator model. They estimated depth of rainfall for several storm events and compared their results to measured data. They concluded that using of a common variogram function (for entire of storm events) is wrong and suitable time step is less than one storm event time for use. In the other word variogram function should vary in several time sections and decreasing of time of this segmentation for variogram function will improve results of kriging estimator model. Goovaerts [2] studied about effects of roughness of watershed on depth of annual and monthly rainfalls. His case study was a watershed in south of Portugal with 36 rainfall gauging stations. The area of this watershed is 5000 Km$^2$. He constructed a DEM model and applied ordinary kriging, simple kriging and kriging with drift external for estimation of depth of rainfall. He considered two states for evaluation of topographic effects:
1. With considering variations of height of watershed
2. Without considering variations of height of watershed

He observed that considering variations of height of watershed improves estimation of depth of rainfall especially in mountain watersheds.

Tsintikidis et al. [3] studied about relation between increasing of number of rainfall gauging stations and improvement of estimation of depth of rainfall by kriging estimator model and decreasing the variance of the estimation error. They showed that because of the existence of variogram function role, estimation in a case of high number of stations may not improve estimation of depth of rainfall by kriging estimator model. This subject shows that estimation by kriging estimator model is a function of distance and position of stations. Of course in kriging estimator model the estimation will improve if several rainfall gauging stations are added to available rainfall gauging stations.

Saghafian & Bondarabadi [4] applied thin plate smoothing splines (TPSS), weighted moving average (WMA), ordinary kriging and cokriging models for estimation of depth of rainfall in mountain regions of south west of Iran. They prove that cokriging is the best method for estimation of depth of rainfall in these regions.

Barca et al. [5] considered Apolia watershed in the south of Italy. This watershed has 30 constant rainfall gauging stations and 15 moving rainfall gauging stations. Meteorologists wanted to develop 5 new rainfall gauging stations in this watershed. They utilized two estimator models (Average Shortest Path Distance Minimization (ASPDM) model and kriging model with an optimization model (SA model). They wanted to minimize the
variance of the estimation error. They divided watershed to 10m*10m pixels by using GIS. They finally determined four optimum combinations of rainfall gauging stations for four seasons of year and showed moving stations and constant stations with tolerance 5Km.

Karamouz et al. [6] designed network for stated pollution measuring stations in the Karun River. They used kriging as simulator model and genetic algorithm as an optimization model. They determined variogram function by using location and value of pollution of 35 stations.

Other researchers applied different kriging methods for estimation depth of rainfall. For example Lebel et al. [7] utilized spherical variogram function. Barancourt et al. [8] and Bastin et al. [9] divided the variance of estimation error into two parameters (time scale parameter and time independent variance parameter). Petty [10] applied remote sensing technique and kriging estimator model for estimation of depth of rainfall. Zoubeida & Aef [11] applied kriging with external drift and ordinary kriging in case of two and three dimension varigrams. Dimensions were rainfall intensity, position of rainguage stations and duration time. They showed that in ordinary kriging there is no difference between 2D and 3D cases.


The purpose of this research is selection a number of rainfall gauging stations from entire of available stations so that this combination can give best estimation of depth of rainfall. This subject is a practical problem. Because of expensive equipment of rainfall gauging stations, shortage of skillful experts and high cost and hardness of maintain and repair of them, a number of rainfall gauging stations may be eliminated in developing countries. For determination of optimum combination, authors of this research apply kriging estimator model and genetic algorithm and create a mixed optimization model.
2. THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Optimization methods want to minimize error estimation (the difference between estimated value and observed data). Kriging method utilizes principles of geo statistic science. For calculation of the variance of estimation error by kriging, this method uses variance, covariance and few statistic assumptions. Kriging method gets partial differential from error variance function relative to unknown weighted coefficient of different stations and equalize obtained equations to zero for minimization the error variance. For solution of non poised equation sets (there is always one additional equation because summation of weights would be one) kriging method utilizes Lagrange coefficient method (constrained optimization) and calculates weighted coefficient of different stations and these lead to the variance. In kriging the variance of estimation error could be representative as quality of estimation.

Variogram function of each storm event is unique. For simplification, variogram function must divide to two parts (time invaraint and space invaraint). Therefore variogram function $\gamma(t_j, h)$ converts to:

$$\gamma(t_j, h) = \alpha(t_j)g(h, \beta)$$

where:
- $\alpha(t_j)$: Time scaling parameter (time dependent and space invariant)
- $\beta$: Shape parameter (time invariant and space dependent)
- $g(h, \beta)$: Scaled climatologically variogram (time invariant and space dependent)
- $g(h, \beta)$ can be exponential variogram, spherical variogram, Gaussian variogram or etc.

Error variance is:

$$\sigma^2_E(t_j) = \alpha(t_j)\delta^2_E$$

where:
- $\delta^2_E$: Scaled estimation variance

The estimation variance can be expressed (Journel and Huijbergs 1978):

$$\delta^2_E = \mu + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \lambda_i \bar{g}(h_i) - \bar{g}(h_{AA})$$

where:
- $\mu$: Lagrange parameter
- $\lambda_i$: Weighted coefficient of station $i$
- $\bar{g}(h_i)$: The average of variogram function that is dependent to distance between station $i$ and other stations
- $\bar{g}(h_{AA})$: The average of variogram when both extremes of the vector $h$ describe
The scaled estimation variance depends on three factors: scaled climatologically variogram, the number of stations and their locations. This parameter is adopted for variance reduction technique in this paper.

Different combinations of stations produce different error variances. The best combination has the least error variance. Kriging method only determines error variance for each combination. For finding the best combination, an optimization model must be applied. The number of combinations (subsets) with n members is:

$$\binom{N}{n} = \frac{N!}{n!(N-n)!}$$

where:

$N$ is the number of entire of members (available stations).

In this research an empirical variogram is calculated by using data from location of stations and value of variables at them. Then a theoretical model is fitted on empirical variogram. Kriging estimator model can calculate error variance of different combination by theoretical model. Kb2d program are applied by authors as kriging estimator model. The programming language of kb2d is Fortran. This program was prepared from geo statistic software library (g.s.lib) and can perform ordinary kriging and simple kriging. Authors linked kb2d to GA (genetic algorithm) toolbox of MATLAB. Kb2d can estimate variables at points that locate inside and outside the stations limit. While other soft wares (such as Arc GIS) that perform estimation by kriging method can not estimate variables outside the stations limit. Estimation region of those softwares is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Estimation region of softwares such as Arc GIS

For using of kb2d program, the region is considered to several rectangular and square. Kriging utilizes information of inside and outside of region for estimation. Therefore region and limitation boundaries which stations are effective for estimation of depth of rainfall should be distinguished. Stations that locate out of limit must be eliminated in optimization
procedure. In this purpose a great penalty allocates to these stations and error variance can not be the minimum by considering them. Also each station must not be considered more than one time in optimization procedure. Therefore a great penalty allocates to this state too. For estimation, the effective radius (maximum of search radius) must be determined using variogram. The points that their distance from considered point is more than effective radius are not suitable for estimation. Effective radius is equal to effective variogram’s range or is less than it (2/3 effective variogram’s range). Using the radius decreases the number of used point for estimation but increases accuracy of estimation and the process will run faster. In this program if the kriging uses unreasonable data for estimation (less than minimum required data or more than its maximum which are determined by user), kb2d will assume an especial value. For elimination of this state, a great penalty allocates to objective function which is the variance of combination.

For decreasing of time solution, error variance from series of combinations are calculated (no total combinations) according to optimization model. Therefore an explorer method such as GA method must be applied for optimization. Link between kriging and GA methods is shown in Fig. 2.
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**Figure 2.** Link between kriging and GA methods
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this project twenty five stations are considered which are shown in Fig. 3. These stations are located inside and outside the estimation region. The coordinates of four corners of estimation region are (4, 5), (25, 5), (4, 16) and (25, 16).

![Figure 3. The shape of estimation region and location of 25 stations](image)

The characteristics of variogram function are: anisotropic, spherical, effective range in the X axis is 10 units, effective range in the Y axis is 5 units and the value of sill is 100. At the first, characteristics of region, location of stations, characteristics of variogram function, type of kriging method (ordinary, simple and etc.), address of output file, maximum of search radius, minimum and maximum of number of stations for different combinations should be introduced to kriging estimator model by a parameter file. Maximum of research radius is equal to 10 units and minimum and maximum of number of stations for different combinations is considered 1 and 25 stations respectively.

Ordinary kriging utilizes static assumptions. The values of error variance of different combinations of stations are shown in Table 1 for some different ordinary block kriging cases. These values are concern to one state (location of stations is constant for each combination). The numbers of blocks in block kriging method in different cases are 1*1, 2*2, 4*4, 6*6, 8*8 and 10*10 blocks.

By increasing of number of blocks, error variance decreases but running time of estimation process would be increased. If number of blocks is 10*10, error variance will decrease slightly while time of estimation will increase very greatly. Thus the number of blocks is used 8*8 for kriging estimator model.

After using of kriging estimator model for several states from each combination, these results introduce to GA optimized model and GA determines optimum state for each combination.
Error variances of kriging estimator model and GA optimized model for different combinations (from one station to 10 stations) are shown in Table 2.

Table 1: The values of error variance of different combinations of stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of stations</th>
<th>1*1 blocks</th>
<th>2*2 blocks</th>
<th>4*4 blocks</th>
<th>6*6 blocks</th>
<th>8*8 blocks</th>
<th>10*10 blocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>187.55</td>
<td>89.37</td>
<td>88.47</td>
<td>86.81</td>
<td>86.79</td>
<td>86.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>89.96</td>
<td>105.47</td>
<td>85.45</td>
<td>83.96</td>
<td>83.63</td>
<td>83.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>102.19</td>
<td>108.06</td>
<td>104.33</td>
<td>103.8</td>
<td>103.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>188.4128</td>
<td>92.72</td>
<td>88.25</td>
<td>88.14</td>
<td>87.69</td>
<td>87.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>120.71</td>
<td>105.67</td>
<td>104.18</td>
<td>103.79</td>
<td>103.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>190.3</td>
<td>112.01</td>
<td>99.68</td>
<td>96.21</td>
<td>93.83</td>
<td>93.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>199.09</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>110.56</td>
<td>108.16</td>
<td>107.73</td>
<td>107.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>95.79</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>84.37</td>
<td>84.01</td>
<td>83.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>130.31</td>
<td>122.27</td>
<td>106.9</td>
<td>105.39</td>
<td>105.01</td>
<td>104.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>108.66</td>
<td>97.37</td>
<td>96.07</td>
<td>95.64</td>
<td>95.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The values of error variance of kriging estimator model and GA optimized model for different combinations of stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of stations</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>error variance</td>
<td>83.63</td>
<td>34.89</td>
<td>20.53</td>
<td>15.04</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, optimum spatial combination of stations (optimized by GA method) is illustrated in Fig. 4 for one station and ten stations.
Characteristics of GA optimized model are:
Population size 10-50, Crossover Probability 0.5-0.8, Mutation Probability 0.001-0.08 and the number of generations 500.
For validation of GA method, the total of combinations in one station case (25 states) and two stations case (300 states) were considered by kriging estimator model. Minimum error variance of combinations in one station is 83.63 (equal to error variance resulted by GA) and optimum selection is station 2. Minimum error variance of combinations in two stations is 34.89 (equal to error variance of GA) and optimum selection is stations 8 and 18.

3.1 Effect of theoretical variogram parameters

1- Scale of variogram:
Fig. 5 shows two similar variogram functions with different scales. The sill of first variogram function is 100 units while sill of the second variogram function is 200 units.

Results of kriging estimator model for combinations in one station type are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 compares error variance calculated by those two variogram functions.
Fig. 6 shows those error variances will twice if scale of variogram becomes double but optimum combination does not vary. Thus scale of variogram is not effective for selection of optimum combination of stations.

2- Range of variogram:

Fig. 7 shows two similar variogram functions with different ranges in X direction. The range in X direction of first variogram function is 10 units while range in X direction of the second variogram function is 20 units.

Results of kriging estimator model for combinations one station are shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8 compares error variance of two variogram functions.
Fig. 8 shows that variations of error variances are irregular if range of variogram varies. Also optimum combination varies with variations of range. For example optimum combination in two stations type are stations number 1 and 8 for variogram with range 20 units in X direction while optimum combination for variogram with range 10 units in X direction are stations number 8 and 18. Thus variation of range of variogram function is effective for selection of optimum combination of stations.

3- Nugget effect of variogram:

Fig. 9 shows two similar variogram functions with different nugget effect. The first variogram function has not any nugget effect while nugget effect of the second variogram function is half of sill (50 units).

Results of kriging estimator model for combinations in one station type are shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 10 compares error variance of two variogram functions.
Fig. 10 shows that error variance will vary if nugget effect of variogram varies but optimum combination does not vary. Thus any mistake in calculating nugget effect of variogram could be acceptable for selection of optimum combination of stations.

### 4. CONCLUSION

Kriging estimator model is a suitable method for calculation of error variance. This model must run for each combination separately. For decreasing of time solution and finding optimum combination, kriging estimator model must link to an optimized model. The most important stage is selection a suitable variogram function for determination of optimum combination. Wrong selection of variogram function produces a wrong combination of rainfall gauging stations. Sill and nugget effects of variogram function are not effective and range of variogram function is effective in selection of optimum combination.

By increasing the number of stations, error variance decreases. If the number of stations is relatively great, decreasing of error variance will become slightly. In optimum combination, selected stations have good and proportional distribution in region. For example for combination in one station type, selected station locates near the center of region.

Results of this research can be applied for decreasing of the number of rainfall gauging stations. By using of both kriging estimator model and an optimized model, the most effective stations are selected and other stations are eliminated.
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